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ABSTRACT Proteins and water couple dynamically over a wide range of time scales. Motivated by their central role in protein
function, protein-water dynamics and thermodynamics have been extensively studied for structured proteins, where correspon-
dence to structural features has been made. However, properties controlling intrinsically disordered protein (IDP)-water dy-
namics are not yet known. We report results of megahertz-to-terahertz dielectric spectroscopy and molecular dynamics
simulations of a group of IDPs with varying charge content along with structured proteins of similar size. Hydration water around
IDPs is found to exhibit more heterogeneous rotational and translational dynamics compared with water around structured pro-
teins of similar size, yielding on average more restricted dynamics around individual residues of IDPs, charged or neutral,
compared with structured proteins. The on-average slower water dynamics is found to arise from excess tightly bound water
in the first hydration layer, which is related to greater exposure to charged groups. The more tightly bound water to IDPs corre-
lates with the smaller hydration shell found experimentally, and affects entropy associated with protein-water interactions, the
contribution of which we estimate based on the dielectric measurements and simulations. Water-IDP dynamic coupling at
terahertz frequencies is characterized by the dielectric measurements and simulations.
SIGNIFICANCE A combination of megahertz-to-terahertz dielectric spectroscopy and molecular dynamics simulations is
carried out for the first time to probe the properties of the hydration water around intrinsically disordered proteins (IDPs), the
nature and size of the hydration shell, and dynamic coupling between IDPs and water. The study finds greater
heterogeneity in the rotational and translational dynamics of water around IDPs compared with structured proteins of
similar size, yielding overall more restricted motion of water and an excess of tightly bound water molecules around the
IDPs. These findings are used to estimate the entropy associated with IDP-water interactions. The dielectric spectra reveal
dynamic coupling between water and IDPs at terahertz frequencies, which arises from greater backbone-water dynamic
coupling compared with the structured proteins.
INTRODUCTION

Intrinsically disordered proteins (IDPs) and intrinsically
disordered regions (IDRs) within otherwise structured pro-
teins constitute a large fraction of the proteome of eukary-
otes, contributing to cell function in a variety of ways,
including transcription, signaling, and cell regulation (1–3).
Lack of well-defined structure affects dynamic and thermo-
dynamic properties of the proteins, which can facilitate bind-
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ing and allosteric regulation (4–6).However, a clearer picture
of dynamic contributions to IDP function requires informa-
tion about properties of hydration water and its interactions
with IDPs, our understanding of which is still in its infancy.
Hydration water dynamics and thermodynamics play central
roles in the function of structured proteins (7), such as medi-
ating structure, binding, and recognition (8–11). Structured
protein-water coupling and interactions, and their contribu-
tions to function and folding, have long been the focus of
attention (12–27), with studies pointing to the role of topog-
raphy of protein surfaces controlling interactions with water
(26–29). However, far less is known about the coupled dy-
namics of IDPs and water. Due to the inherent lack of struc-
ture of IDPs, the nature and origin of protein and hydration
water dynamics will be different. To clarify the properties
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Water bound to intrinsically disordered proteins
of hydration water around IDPs and coupled IDP-water dy-
namics, we present results of megahertz-to-terahertz dielec-
tric spectroscopy measurements and molecular dynamics
(MD) simulations of both solvated IDPs and structured pro-
teins. The results of the experimental and computational
study quantify for the first time the extent of the hydration
shell around IDPs, the interaction between IDPs and water,
and the origin of the excess tightly bound water to IDPs
compared with structured proteins. The relatively large
fraction of hydration water observed to be tightly bound to
IDPs compared with the structured proteins affects the
entropy associatedwith protein-water interactions, estimated
in thiswork based on the experimental and simulation results.

Previous studies of IDP-water interactions and dynamic
coupling indicate differences between water around IDPs
compared with structured proteins. Water around IDPs, in
most cases, has been observed to exhibit more sluggish dy-
namics compared with structured proteins, the origin of
which has been attributed to several possible factors.
Neutron scattering experiments reveal more restricted hy-
dration water dynamics around IDPs (30), suggested to be
due to constraints on the water molecules arising from a
greater number of exposed side chains of IDPs compared
with structured proteins. Time-resolved fluorescence mea-
surements have also indicated more restricted dynamics
of water around IDPs compared with structured proteins
near fluorescent labels (31,32). Computational studies
have quantified some of the differences between water dy-
namics around IDPs and structured proteins, indicating that
water molecules may be less mobile around IDPs compared
with structured proteins (33,34), although the opposite
trend was inferred based on the results of one study (35).
More restricted hydration water dynamics around IDPs
found in computational work was suggested to be due to
the greater number of exposed charged groups (33), as wa-
ter near charged groups may be less mobile. Heterogeneity
of water dynamics over different domains of an IDP has
been observed in time-dependent Stokes shift measure-
ments at several specific sites spanning three domains,
and by companion MD simulations (31,36). These findings
are further supported by recent time-resolved Stokes
shift measurements of IDP complexes (32). However, the
extent of the hydration shells around IDPs, which may pro-
vide significant insight into these observations, remains
unknown.

Overall, based on the previous work, a picture has
emerged where water in the first hydration layer usually ex-
hibits more restricted dynamics around IDPs, which may be
attributed to greater contact, due to a larger solvent acces-
sible surface area, between residues and water (30,31), as
well as to the greater number of exposed charged groups
compared with structured proteins (33), since water around
charged groups appears less mobile than around neutral
groups. A comprehensive view of all these aspects is pro-
vided here. Based on our experimental and simulation re-
sults, we show that both factors, the greater number of
exposed charged groups of IDPs and greater contact with
water, are responsible for the observed sluggish motion of
water around IDPs and are related.

The broadband dielectric measurements provide detailed
information about water throughout the hydration shell,
and not only near a specific fluorophore as in many previous
experiments on IDP-water interactions to date, allowing for a
classification of the hydration layers that are relatively tightly
and less tightly bound to the IDP. We find the excess tightly
bound water around IDPs to be commensurate with the
greater water density found in the first hydration shell around
the IDPs in theMD simulations. The additional tightly bound
water corresponds to an entropy that is about 1.8 cal/(mol-of-
residue,K) lower. The dielectric spectra also reveal smaller
hydration shells around the IDPs, containing less loosely
bound water than around the structured proteins. This result
is consistent with the larger number of more tightly bound
water molecules in the first layer, in harmony with early pic-
tures of biological water surrounding proteins (37,38), as we
discuss here. The dielectric measurements and results of the
MD simulations also reveal the collective vibrational modes
of the IDP dynamically coupled to water in the THz region.

Dynamic, spectroscopic, and thermodynamic properties of
five systems are studied here, including three IDPs and two
structured proteins. All the IDPs are IDRs from natural pro-
teins and contain 22 to 26 residues. In this size range, all res-
idues are in contact with water, so we do not need to
differentiate between core and surface residues. The IDPs,
which contain different numbers and types of charged
groups, are IDRs from three independent systems. These sys-
tems include a disordered domain of chicken fibrinogen, a
disordered strand of a stannin, and another one from the
C-terminal end of non-muscle myocin II, which we refer to
as D-fibrinogen (DF), D-stannin (DS), and D-myocin
(DM), respectively. Both experimental and computational
circular dichroism (CD) spectra indicate that the IDRs remain
disordered as the IDPs of this study. The two structured sys-
tems include a wild-type protein (HP24wt) and a mutant,
HP24stab, which were selected because of their similar size
to the IDPs. The 24-residue HP24wt is partially unstructured,
unlike its native form found in the larger headpiece domain,
containing floppy N and C termini, while maintaining a heli-
cal content in the central region (39). HP24stab contains two
point mutations that stabilize the structure, resulting in full
recovery of the helical content found natively (39). The
sequences of all systems are listed in Table 1.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Synthesis

The synthetic methods and characterization of each of the synthesized pep-

tides can be found in the supporting material. Further characterization by

CD spectroscopy was carried out on all the systems. Details concerning

the experimental CD measurements and the method used to compute the
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TABLE 1 Peptide labels, single letter code primary sequence, and sequence length

System Sequence Length Nþ N- NTOT

DF QDGKTTFEKEGGGGRGPRILENMHES 26 4 5 9

DS LRLQRISQSEDEESIVGDGETKE 23 3 7 10

DM RNRLRRGPLTFTTRTVRQVFRL 22 7 0 7

HP24wt MTRSAFANLPLWKQQNLKKEKGLF 24 5 1 6

HP24stab MTRSAFANLPLWKQQALMKEKGLF 24 4 1 5

Positively charged residues are underlined, while negatively charged residues are bold and in italics.

Reid et al.
CD spectra are provided in the supporting material, and the corresponding

spectra for each system appear in Fig. S2.
Computational

Each peptide listed in Table 1 was constructed using PyMOL 2.1.0, with

both ends capped by an acetyl protecting group and N-methyl amide for

the N terminus and C terminus, respectively. Each linear structure was

minimized under the MMFF94s forcefield from the PyMOL optimize

function. For comparison, villin headpiece subdomain, HP24wt (PDB:

4ZC3), and a mutant variant, HP24stab (PDB: 4ZC4), were included as

controls because one is partially structured and the other fully structured,

respectively. Simulations on the systems were carried out with

GROMACS 2016.6 and 2019.6 employing the CHARMM 36m forcefield

including optimized parameters for the study of both structured and un-

structured proteins (40). All systems were solvated in a dodecahedron

TIP3P water box, with minimum distance from the protein to the edge

of the box of 1.4 nm. We have found alternative water models, specifically

SPC/E, used in past computational studies to model properties underlying

dielectric spectra of solvated biomolecules (41,42), to sometimes

generate structure in IDPs, while TIP3P preserves the disorder. The sys-

tems were neutralized by adding Naþ and Cl� ions, bringing the final con-

centration to 0.15 M. From the MD simulation data, structural properties

were determined. CD spectra were computed using SESCA (43) for com-

parison with experimentally acquired spectra. Clusters of similar struc-

tures for each system were computed using the GROMACS geometric

clustering algorithm. Cluster membership was determined with a

neighbor RMSD cutoff of 0.22 nm for all IDPs and HP24wt, and

0.12 nm for HP24stab, where all structures belonging to a cluster are

within the cutoff of a central structure and all structures uniquely belong

to a cluster. A smaller value was taken for HP24stab to emphasize the

greater similarity in structure; the selection of 0.22 nm for HP24stab re-

sulted in a single geometric cluster.

Water properties were determined by the simulation data, including the

radial distribution function, hydrogen bond time correlation function, and

the vibrational density of states (VDOS). The first-order rotational time cor-

relation functions of the water dipole were calculated as

C1ðtÞ ¼ CP1ðbmðtÞ , bmð0ÞÞD; (1)

where P1ðxÞ is the first-order Legendre polynomial, the individual time cor-

relations for each water are averaged over time, and bmðtÞ is the unit vector
along the dipole moment vector at time, t. The hydrogen bond correlation

function, CHB(t), the probability that a hydrogen bond at an initial time is

found at a later time, t, was calculated for residue-water hydrogen bonds

and for water-water hydrogen bonds, where standard distance and angle

criteria were applied. Specifically,

CHBðtÞ ¼ ChiðtÞ , hið0ÞD
Chið0ÞD ; (2)

where, hiðtÞ is a Boolean function describing the existence of the ith

hydrogen bond at time, t, that existed at the initial t ¼ 0, whether or not

it broke at intermediate times. A hydrogen bond between a donor, D, and
542 Biophysical Journal 121, 540–551, February 15, 2022
acceptor, A, D–H. A, is formed when the distance between A and D is

within 3.5 Å and the DHA angle is greater than or equal to 150�. CHB(t)

was also computed separately for individual residue-water contacts of

each system. The number of water molecules that interact with a residue

was compared with the lifetimes, where that number is defined as any

atom of a water molecule within 3.5 Å of any atom of a residue.
Experimental

The dielectric spectroscopy measurements were performed on 8.3 mM DF,

9.1 mM HP24wt, and 8.7 mM HP24stab solutions. We measured the com-

plex dielectric response of the solutions using a broadband dielectric spec-

trometer from 100 MHz to 1.12 THz (0.000334–37.36 cm�1). The

spectrometer consists of a commercial Vector Network Analyzer (VNA)

from Agilent (N5225A PNA), which covers the frequency range from

10 MHz to 50 GHz, and frequency extenders. Frequency extenders from

Virginia Diodes (Charlottesville, VA) are interfaced with the VNA to

generate continuous waves at terahertz frequencies. Seven different wave-

guide rectangular (WR) modules are used to cover a frequency region

from 55 GHz to 1.12 THz. The system enables us to measure simulta-

neously the absorption coefficients and refractive index (i.e., the dielectric

dispersion and loss) of aqueous peptide solutions. All measurements were

performed using a variable-path-length sample cell at 25�C, controlled
with an accuracy of 50.02�C. An ultra-precision linear stage from New-

port (XMS50) is used to control and measure the path length of the solu-

tions in the sample cell with nanometer precision (41,42,44–47).

Additional details of instrumentation and data processing appear in the

supporting material.

The absorption coefficient, a(n), the refractive index, n(n), and the com-

plex dielectric response of pure water, 8.3 mM DF, 9.1 mM HP24wt, and

8.7 mM HP24stab solutions were measured (supporting material,

Fig. S6). The main dielectric loss peak has been observed at 19.25 GHz

(i.e., 8.27 ps) for pure water and all peptide solutions is a relaxation

mode of bulk water (47–49). In the megahertz to gigahertz frequency re-

gion, emergence of the dielectric response due to the relaxation of water

molecules having direct or indirect contacts with protein surface appears,

corresponding to dynamics slower than bulk water dynamics. The distinct

contribution to the hydration dynamics can be identified by analyzing the

complex dielectric function, ε�ðnÞ, using a Debye model composed of three

individual Debye relaxation modes corresponding to orientational relaxa-

tion of water molecules in the solutions.

The complex dielectric response, ε�solðnÞ, of the solutions can be calcu-

lated from the absorption coefficient and refractive index as a function of

frequency, n, in the form (50),

ε
�
solðnÞ ¼ ε

0
solðnÞ þ iε00solðnÞ (3)

ε
0 ðnÞ ¼ n2ðnÞ � ðcaðnÞ=ð4pnÞÞ2 (4)
sol

ε
00 ðnÞ ¼ 2nðnÞcaðnÞ�ð4pnÞ � s

�ð2pnε0Þ (5)
sol

where ε
0
solðnÞ and ε

00
solðnÞ are real and imaginary parts (or the dielectric

dispersion and loss), respectively, of the complex dielectric response, ε0



FIGURE 1 Structures and frequency of occurrence of HP24stab,

HP24wt, DF, DM, and DW are indicated. The five largest clusters of con-

figurations with the greatest number of participants are shown. Clusters

were constructed from a total of 2000 structures equidistant in time. Con-

figurations have been clustered as described in the text. To see this figure

in color, go online.

Water bound to intrinsically disordered proteins
is the permittivity of the vacuum, s is the electrical conductivity of the

solution, and c is the speed of light.

The distinct contributions to the hydration dynamics can be identified by

analyzing the complex dielectric function, ε�ðnÞ, using a Debye model

composed of three individual Debye relaxation modes, capturing contribu-

tions from tightly bound, loosely bound, and bulk water, respectively, in the

solutions. Such a model has often been used to characterize hydration dy-

namics in the form (41,42,45–47),

ε
�
solðnÞ ¼ ε

0
solðnÞ þ iε00solðnÞ ¼ εN þ εS � ε1

1þ iut1
þ ε1 � ε2

1þ iut2

þ ε2 � εN

1þ iutD
;

(6)

where Dε1 ¼ εS � ε1, Dε2 ¼ ε1 � ε2, and DεD ¼ ε2 � εN represent the

dielectric contributions of individual relaxation processes to the total
dielectric response from the tightly bound, loosely bound, and bulk water,

respectively. εS is the static permittivity given by εS ¼ εNþP3
i¼1Dεi, and

εN includes contributions to the dielectric response from all polarization

modes at frequencies much higher than the probed range. u ¼ 2pn is the

angular frequency of the applied electric field. t1 corresponds to the orien-

tational relaxation dynamics of tightly bound water molecules, which

directly interact with the protein surface. Since these water molecules are

under direct influence of electrostatic fields of proteins, they possess the

least orientational freedom of all the bound water molecules. t2 corresponds
to the relaxation time of water molecules in the outer hydration shells that

are weakly influenced by the presence of proteins. The fast relaxation time,

tD, represents the orientational relaxation of bulk water, corresponding to

the rearrangement of the hydrogen bond network in bulk water.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We begin with evaluation of structures of the five systems.
This information is illustrated by clustering of the MD simu-
lation structural data, following the clustering methodology
discussed in the previous section. Groups of structures and
frequency of occurrence are plotted in Fig. 1. The relatively
rigid HP24stab displays two a helical domains separated by
a rigid turn, with one cluster containing 98% of structures
and two others similar to the dominant one. The structures
sampled by HP24wt indicate the center is dominated by
an a helical region. The conformational ensembles found
for the IDPs vary from system to system. DS exhibits a va-
riety of extended structures, similar to the form of the disor-
dered region of human stannin, an extended horseshoe
conformation (51). DM and DF are characterized by a
greater diversity in the conformational ensemble as seen
by the emergence of many clusters, which may facilitate
binding and recognition (52,53). Additional structural infor-
mation is provided by CD spectra, both experimental and
spectra computed with the simulation data, which are
plotted in Fig. S2. The CD spectra confirm the helical struc-
ture of HP24stab, some structure for HP24wt, and lack of
structure of the IDPs (DF, DS, and DM), consistent with
the features illustrated in Fig. 1.

We turn now to dynamics of the hydration water captured
both by the dielectric spectra and MD simulations. We will
consider rotational and translational dynamics of hydration
water before addressing the size of the hydration layer and
coupled IDP-water dynamics. The rotational relaxation dy-
namics illustrates well differences between motion of water
around IDPs and structured proteins. Rotational dynamics
of water is captured in the dielectric loss spectra and the
rotational time correlation function for hydration water,
which we plot in Fig. 2 for DF, HP24wt, and HP24stab.
The dielectric loss spectra for the hydration water around
these systems, plotted in Fig. 2 A, are determined from the
dielectric spectra for DF, HP24wt, and HP24stab solutions
(Fig. S6), as explained in the previous section. We plot in
Fig. 2 B the rotational time correlation function, C1(t), for
water molecules in the hydration layers, obtained with Eq.
1 using the MD simulation data for these systems.

A clear distinction is observed in both panels of Fig. 2 for
the rotational relaxation dynamics of water in the hydration
layers around DF compared with that in the hydration layers
around the more structured HP24stab and HP24wt. The
peak in the dielectric loss spectrum for DF lies around 1
GHz, compared with z3 GHz for HP24stab and HP24wt.
Similarly, the results of the MD simulations indicate a strik-
ing difference between the rotational relaxation of water
Biophysical Journal 121, 540–551, February 15, 2022 543



FIGURE 2 Rotational relaxation of water molecules around two struc-

tured and one disordered system obtained from experiment and frommolec-

ular simulations is plotted. (A) Measured dielectric loss spectra for DF

(green), HP24wt (red), and HP24stab (blue). (B) Computed rotational

time correlation function, C1(t), plotted for DF (green), HP24wt (red),

HP24stab (blue). To see this figure in color, go online.
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molecules in the hydration layers around DF and around
HP24stab and HP24wt. Water molecules around the latter
two relax at about the same rate, whereas they relax about
70% more slowly around DF.

We will return to rotational relaxation of water around the
IDPs and structured proteins, but first examine other relax-
ation processes to illustrate the generally more restricted dy-
namics of water around IDPs and to examine the origin.
Several computational studies of hydration water dynamics
around IDPs have addressed the lifetimes of hydrogen bonds
between water and IDPs. We therefore consider this prop-
erty and look closely at the role of different classes of resi-
dues toward the dynamics. The hydrogen bond lifetime is
determined from the hydrogen bond correlation function,
CHBðtÞ; for hydrogen bonds between water molecules and
residues. The results obtained for the five systems of this
study with Eq. 2 using the results of the MD simulations
544 Biophysical Journal 121, 540–551, February 15, 2022
are plotted in Fig. 3 A. We observe that the hydrogen bonds
rearrange more slowly around each of the IDPs than around
the more structured HP24stab and HP24wt. The hydrogen
bond lifetimes, obtained as the time to decay to e�1, for
DF, DS, and DM are 12.6, 13.1, and 11.2 ps, respectively,
while for HP24wt and HP24stab they are 9.94 ps and 9.53
ps, respectively. We note that the relatively short average
lifetime for DM compared with the other IDPs may be
due to its more compact structure compared with the other
IDPs (Fig. 1).

We note that a similar trend is found for other measures
related to the translational dynamics of water molecules in
the hydration layers around these systems, such as the sur-
vival time correlation function, S(t), which quantifies the
probability that water molecules in a hydration layer at
time 0 are still found there at a later time, t. Results for
S(t), plotted in Fig. S4 for the first two hydration layers,
again indicate more restricted motion of water molecules
around the IDPs than around HP24. For example, the sur-
vival time, determined as the time for S(t) to decay to e�1,
for a water molecule in the first layer is 43.8 ps, 41.9 ps,
and 41.4 ps, for DF, DS, and DM, respectively, and is
38.3 ps and 37.2 ps for HP24wt and HP24stab, respectively.

We now examine CHBðtÞ more closely to consider
possible origins of the more restricted dynamics of water
around IDPs compared with structured proteins. In Fig. 3,
we plot lifetimes computed for hydrogen bonds between
water and individual residues of each system. Plots of all
CHBðtÞ, from which the hydrogen bond lifetimes are ob-
tained as the value where CHBðtÞ reaches e�1, appear in
Fig. S3. In Fig. 3 B–F, the average hydrogen lifetime be-
tween water molecules and each residue is indicated by a
separate point, and the residues are indicated as positively
charged, negatively charged, and neutral.

We also list the contributions of residues that are posi-
tively charged, negatively charged, and neutral to the
average lifetimes in Table 2. There we see that the lifetimes
of hydrogen bonds between water and negatively charged
groups are typically longer than around positively charged
groups, which are in turn somewhat longer on average
than lifetimes for neutral groups. The negatively charged
groups can interact with two hydrogens of a water molecule
and thereby restrict dynamics more than a positively
charged group.

In addition to hydrogen bond lifetimes, we also plot in
Fig. 3 B–F for each residue of each system the number of
water molecules within 3.5 Å of any atom of the residue,
which we take as a measure of the number of nearby water
molecules. There is a clear correlation between the number
of water molecules close to a residue and whether or not the
residue contains charged groups. With few exceptions, more
than 20 water molecules are in the vicinity of residues with
charged groups, whereas fewer than 20 water molecules are
near residues that lack charged groups. For neutral groups,
the number of nearby water molecules is between 10.1



FIGURE 3 Lifetimes of hydrogen bonds be-

tween water molecules and residues obtained

from molecular simulations and number of water

molecules near each residue are plotted for three

disordered and two structured systems. (A) Correla-

tion function for hydrogen bonds, CHB(t), between

water molecules and DF, DS, DM, HP24wt, and

HP24stab (log-linear plot). CHB(t) is the probability

that a hydrogen bond identified during a simulation

is found intact at a later time, t. Lifetimes of

hydrogen bonds between water and individual res-

idues and the corresponding mean number of water

molecules in the vicinity of a residue (see text for

criterion of vicinity) are plotted in (B) DF, (C)

DS, (D) DM, (E) HP24wt, and (F) HP24stab.

Each point in (B–F) corresponds to one of the res-

idues of the system, and all residues of each system

are indicated, characterized as anionic (filled cir-

cles), cationic (open circles), and uncharged (x).

To see this figure in color, go online.

Water bound to intrinsically disordered proteins
and 13.2 for the five systems. For the charged groups the
range is 23.2–30.0. Adding more charged groups to a system
increases the number of nearby water molecules, and, on
average, there are more water molecules near each residue
of the IDPs than the structured proteins. For DF, DS, and
DM, there are on average 16.8, 18.1, and 18.6 water mole-
cules near each residue, respectively. For HP24wt, there are
15.4 water molecules on average near each residue, and for
HP24stab there are 13.0.

These values depend on the chemical groups in contact
with water and not merely the solvent accessible surface
area (SASA). We calculated SASA values to be 32.1,
26.5, 31.5, 30.3, and 24.5 nm2 for DF, DS, DM, HP24wt,
and HP24stab, respectively. Accounting for system size,
we find that the SASA of HP24wt is larger per residue
than all but DM. We thus find the restricted dynamics of
water around IDPs to arise from the greater density of
nearby water molecules compared with structured proteins
of similar size, due in large part to the greater number of
charged groups of the IDPs.

As noted above, it has been suggested in earlier work that
hydration water around IDPs is less mobile than around
structured proteins, because water molecules are less mobile
near charged groups and there are typically more exposed
charged groups on IDPs than structured proteins. The num-
ber of charged groups is indeed larger for the IDPs than for
HP24 (Table 1), and the relative lifetimes of the hydrogen
bonds between water and each of the five systems correlate
with the relative number of charged groups for each system.
However, the longer lifetimes of hydrogen bonds between
water molecules and charged groups does not fully explain
the longer average hydrogen bond lifetime between water
molecules and an IDP. We find the hydrogen bond lifetime
is on average longer around charged groups and neutral
groups of the IDPs than around the respective groups of
the structured proteins. In fact, the lifetime is longer on
average for hydrogen bonds between water and the neutral
groups of the IDPs than the overall average hydrogen
bond lifetime between water and the structured proteins.
Indeed, lifetimes around neutral groups of some of the
IDPs are longer than lifetimes around some of the charged
groups of the structured proteins. As apparent in Fig. 3
and from the data listed in Table 2, the variation in lifetimes
is greater for the IDPs than the structured proteins. The
shortest lifetimes observed are comparable for all systems,
but the longest are considerably greater for the IDPs than
the structured proteins, regardless of whether the residue
is charged or not. As a result, the lifetimes for IDPs are
shifted to larger values for hydrogen bonds between water
molecules and any class of residue.
Biophysical Journal 121, 540–551, February 15, 2022 545



TABLE 2 Hydrogen bond lifetimes (in picoseconds) around neutral and charged groups for each system

System DF DS DM HP24wt HP24stab

Neutral 11.0 5 3.6 12.5 5 1.5 10.4 5 2.1 9.53 5 1.5 9.31 5 1.5

Positive charge 14.0 5 0.6 15.3 5 2.0 13.0 5 1.8 10.4 5 0.5 9.77 5 0.8

Negative charge 17.1 5 3.1 15.1 5 5.4 – 14.8 12.5

The number of positively and negatively charged residues is listed in Table 1. If there is no residue in a category, we report no time, and if there is more than

one residue, we report an average value 5 one standard deviation.

Reid et al.
The charged groups influence the number of nearby water
molecules, as seen in the results plotted in Fig. 3, leading to
a larger number of water molecules in the first hydration
shell, which are around both the charged and neutral groups
of the protein. That is also seen upon calculation of the num-
ber of water molecules in the first few hydration shells
around each of the systems, listed in Table 3, where the
average total number of water molecules within 3, 5, and
8 Å of the surface of each system appears. Per residue, the
average number of water molecules in the first hydration
layer around DF, DS, and DM is 8.0, 8.0, and 9.6, respec-
tively, compared with 7.5 and 6.5, respectively, for
HP24wt and HP24stab. The enhancement of water in the
first hydration shell around the IDPs is consistent with a
greater number of water molecules tightly bound to the sys-
tems determined by the dielectric spectra, which we turn to
now.

Broadband dielectric spectroscopy from megahertz to ter-
ahertz frequencies probes the dynamics as well as the num-
ber of water molecules in the hydration layers. In view of the
heterogeneous nature of orientational dynamics of water
molecules around a protein surface, it is both convenient
and consistent with the data to classify water molecules in
the hydration layer as tightly bound (TB) and loosely bound
(LB) water. The dielectric spectra (Fig. S6) collected from
the spectrometer for DF, HP24wt, and HP24stab solutions
have been deconvoluted into three Debye components, as-
signed to contributions from TB, LB, and bulk water orien-
tational dynamics, which are plotted in Fig. 4 A–C. To
identify the dielectric response from hydration water, the
contribution of bulk water to the total dielectric response
characterized by the relaxation time, tD, and the dielectric
strength, DεD, is subtracted from the measured dielectric
spectrum (Fig. 4 D–F). After the subtraction, the complex
dielectric spectra, shown in Fig. 4 D–F, indicate contribu-
tions to the dielectric response from hydration water
molecules.

The size of the hydration layers, including the contribu-
tions from TB and LB water, can be determined from the
dielectric strength of bulk water in the solutions, which con-
tributes to the main dielectric loss at 19.25 GHz. The peak
value of the dielectric loss and the dielectric strength of
bulk water (Table 4) in protein solutions are lower compared
with pure water. This observation is consistent with earlier
reports (42,54,55) and can be attributed to the presence of
proteins in solution and the hydration effect. Proteins have
very low absorption at the megahertz to gigahertz fre-
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quencies, in contrast to pure water. When proteins are dis-
solved, they replace water molecules, and as a result the
total absorbance decreases in this spectral region. In addi-
tion, a large fraction of water molecules is kinetically
retarded due to protein-water interactions. An estimate for
the total number of water molecules in the hydration layers,
the hydration number, Nhyd, is given by (41,42,54)

Nhyd ¼
cw � Dεw

Dεpure
cpure

c
; (7)

where c and cw are the molar concentrations of protein and
water, respectively, in the solution, cpure ¼ 55.35 M is the
molarity of pure water, Dεpure ¼ 73.25 is its dielectric
strength at 25�C, and Dεw is the dielectric strength of bulk
water in the aqueous solution. The hydration number esti-
mated with Eq. 7 is 200 5 25, 218 5 25, and 272 5 30
for DF, HP24wt, and HP24stab solutions, respectively
(Table 4).

The dielectric strengths and relaxation times obtained
from fitting the dielectric spectra to Eq. 6 are provided in Ta-
ble 4 for the protein solutions. There are differences in the
relative number of hydration water molecules that can be
characterized as TB and LB. In HP24wt and HP24stab solu-
tions, the dielectric strength of LB water is z4.5 and z3.1
times that of TB water, respectively, indicating a large frac-
tion of LB water and a hydration structure that extends over
several hydration layers from the protein surface, which can
also be seen by comparing the number of hydration water
molecules with the hydration layer size for each solute,
listed in Table 4. Such extended hydration layers are found
for many structured proteins (12,56). For the IDP solution,
the dielectric strengths of LB and TB water are comparable
in magnitude, indicating a smaller hydration shell. This is
consistent with earlier studies indicating mutation and struc-
tural destabilization can reduce the size of the hydration
layer (57).

The rotational relaxation dynamics of water molecules
around the IDP and structured proteins is different. The
time constants for TBwater are about 300 ps for each system
(Table 4). ForLBwatermolecules, we obtain 131510ps, 32
5 5 ps, and 45 5 5 ps for DF, HP24wt, and HP24stab,
respectively. While the relaxation times for the LB water
around the two structured proteins are similar, the relaxation
time for water around the IDP is about three to four times
longer. Since these times are connected to rotational relaxa-
tion times of water molecules around the proteins, we have



TABLE 3 Average number of water molecules together 5 1

standard deviation computed to be within 3, 5, and 8 Å of the

peptide surface for each system

System DF DS DM HP24wt HP24stab

3A 206 5 8 181 5 9 212 5 10 180 5 8 156 5 8

5A 444 5 14 438 5 18 474 5 17 410 5 13 352 5 12

8A 941 5 26 922 5 34 997 5 33 890 5 28 757 5 20

Water bound to intrinsically disordered proteins
computed the first-order rotational time correlation function,
C1(t), of hydration water molecules around the two HP24
proteins and the three IDPs. The results for water molecules
within the first hydration layer of DF, HP24wt, and HP24stab
are shown in Fig. 2, and for all systems in the first three hy-
dration layers in Fig. S5. All the results were fitted to a multi-
exponential function. The slow relaxation times are 59.9 5
0.3 ps, 71.5 5 0.6 ps, 108.9 5 1.0 ps, 86.9 5 0.6 ps, and
91.2 5 0.1 ps, respectively, for HP24stab, HP24wt, DF,
DS, andDM.Notably, the time constants for thewater around
the IDPs are all longer than those around the structured pro-
teins; for DF, it is about 70% larger. Overall, these results are
consistent with the disparity in dielectric relaxation time
observed for the water molecules around DF compared
with HP24.

The dynamics at the terahertz frequencies involves large-
scale motions of proteins strongly coupled to water, where
TB water molecules interact strongly with the protein sur-
face forming hydrated proteins (45,55). In the context of
the dielectric spectroscopy, the complex dielectric response
of the protein solution, ε�sol, results from the combination of
the dielectric response of hydrated proteins and water. The
wavelengths of the probing electromagnetic waves are or-
ders of magnitude larger than the size of hydrated proteins,
thus each protein solution can be approximated as an effec-
tively homogeneous medium. Several dielectric models
based on the effective-medium approximation (EMA)
have been proposed (58–61). The Bruggeman model is
well suited for aqueous protein solutions (58,59), and works
well for a large range of protein concentration as well as for
systems with high dielectric contrast between individual
components. The Bruggeman model yields

fhp
ε
�
hp � ε

�
sol

ε
�
hp þ 2ε�sol

þ �
1� fhp

� ε
�
wat � ε

�
sol

ε
�
wat þ 2ε�sol

¼ 0 ; (8)

where ε�hp and ε
�
wat are the complex dielectric response of hy-

drated proteins and pure water, and fhp is the volumetric frac-
tion of hydrated proteins in solution. In this approach, we
assume that the TB water, with relaxation times �300 ps,
about 1000 times slower than the typical timescale of collec-
tive motions, and the protein essentially form a single entity.
The proteins are approximated as spherical macromolecules
with an average radius, RP. Thus, the volumetric fraction of
hydrated protein is fhp ¼ ðNP =VÞð4p =3ÞðRP þ dÞ3, where
NP is number of protein molecules, d is the thickness of the
TBwater, andNP/V is the concentration of protein in solution.
Employing the Bruggeman EMA, we have extracted the
complex dielectric responses for the hydrated proteins,
plotted for the three systems in Fig. 5. With this analysis
we obtain 905 10, 735 8 and 655 8 TB water molecules
for DF, HP24wt, and HP24stab, respectively (Table 4). Using
the hydration layer sizes reported above, the number of TB
water molecules is about one-third to one-fourth the number
of LB water molecules around HP24 and HP24stab. For the
IDP, the number of TB water is approximately equal to the
number of LB water. These estimates are similar to those ob-
tained from the dielectric strengths discussed above.

While we find on average more TB water in the hydration
layer around IDPs, and we also find fewer LB water mole-
cules and overall a smaller hydration shell compared with
the structured proteins. This finding is consistent with an
early picture of biological water (37,38), in which many wa-
ter molecules in contact with the biomolecule are relatively
TB, exchanging with water in the immediate surroundings,
the LB water discussed here, which in turn exchange with
bulk water. We have seen here that a larger number of water
molecules around IDPs is TB than around structured pro-
teins, leading to slower exchange with water in the immedi-
ate surroundings and a smaller fraction of LB water. The
dielectric spectra indicate relaxation times about three times
slower for the IDP than the structured proteins and a ratio of
TB to LB water that is about three times greater for the IDP
than the structured proteins. These values are consistent
with an equilibrium model for the exchange of water mole-
cules between these layers (37), where the ratio of the rate
constants for the formation of TB from LB water to the for-
mation of LB from TB water corresponds to the ratio of the
number of TB to LB water molecules.

The number of water molecules TB to the protein surface
sheds light on the thermodynamic properties associated
with protein-water interactions for IDPs and structured pro-
teins. The 90TBwatermolecules aroundDFcanbe compared
with the on-average 69 TB water molecules around the struc-
tured HP24. The former represents 3.5 TB water molecules
per residue compared with 2.9 TB water molecules per resi-
due for HP24; i.e., a difference of 0.6 TB water molecules
per residue of DF compared with HP24. This value compares
wellwith the number of excesswatermolecules computed for
the first hydration layer of DF comparedwith HP24 (Table 4),
which is 0.9 water molecules per residue larger. Based on the
entropy difference for the release of onewater molecule from
a tight protein-water interaction, about 3 cal/(mol-of-resi-
due,K) (62), we estimate, using a difference of 0.6 TB water
molecules per residue, that the entropy of the water in the hy-
dration layer aroundDF is lower than that around theHP24 by
1.8 cal/(mol-of-residue,K), or about 500cal/(mol-of-residue)
contribution to the free energy difference at 300 K.

This contribution can, at least in part, offset the entropic
cost of binding of ligands to IDPs and IDRs, including the
entropic cost of structure formation that sometimes accom-
panies IDP-ligand binding (4,32,63,64), as only small shifts
Biophysical Journal 121, 540–551, February 15, 2022 547



FIGURE 4 Dielectric response of protein solutions is plotted. The dielectric spectra of (A) DF, (B) HP24wt, and (C) HP24stab solutions are deconvoluted

into three Debye components, assigning to contributions from TB water (yellow), LB water (green), and bulk water orientational dynamics (gray). The

dielectric spectra for protein solvation are shown for (D) DF, (E) HP24wt, and (F) HP24stab, indicating contributions to the dielectric response from hydra-

tion water molecules only. To see this figure in color, go online.
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in free energy are required for folding (65). Structure forma-
tion upon binding yields a less-TB hydration layer. Changes
in the hydration layer can also help to offset the entropic cost
of binding between IDPs or between IDRs. The IDPswe have
studied are all involved in binding.DFandDSare binding do-
mains of, respectively, fibrinogen (66) and stannin (51), and
DM is involved in actin binding assemblies with myosin II
(67,68). The entropic cost of association of structured pro-
teins is in some cases also offset at least in part by the release
of TB water molecules (69–71).

We consider now coupled IDP-water dynamics, revealed
both in the dielectric spectra and MD simulation results. A
broad dielectric response with a maximum at z 0.3 THz
has been observed for all hydrated proteins. The complex
dielectric response for the IDP exhibits a peak around 1
THz, which is absent for both HP24wt and HP24stab
(Fig. 5). The THz region corresponds to large-scale confor-
mational dynamics of biomolecules (72,73). It is of interest
to identify the IDP motions that couple to the water around
1 THz, yielding a peak in the spectrum, which is absent for
the solutions with structured proteins. We have computed
TABLE 4 Results from dielectric response spectroscopy

Solutions Dε1 t1 (ps) Dε2 t2 (ps)

Water – – – –

DF (8.3 mM) 0.30 5 0.05 305 5 35 0.20 5 0.04 131 5 10

HP24wt (9.1 mM) 0.37 5 0.05 280 5 35 1.68 5 0.20 32 5 5

HP24stab (8.7 mM) 0.39 5 0.05 310 5 35 1.22 5 0.15 45 5 5

Nhyd is the number of hydration water molecules, NTBW is the number of TB wat

stants associated with TB, LB, and bulk water are t1, t2, and tD, respectively.

respectively.
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the VDOS for all five systems and have broken down the con-
tributions into side chains and backbone. These contributions
and the full VDOS are plotted for the five systems in Fig. 5.
We note that the VDOS does not capture the experimental
peak at 0.3 THz. However, we find key differences between
the IDPs and structured proteins around 1 THz, as seen in
the measured spectra. The VDOS of HP24 is dominated
largely by sidechain contributions. On the other hand, there
is considerably more contribution of backbone motion to
the VDOS for the more flexible IDPs. The emergence of sub-
stantial backbone contributions to the VDOS for the IDPs is
consistent with dynamic coupling between backbonemotions
and hydration water dynamics, giving rise to a peak at 1 THz
in the complex dielectric response of DF observed in Fig. 5.

Finally, information about the hydration layer that we have
determined from the dielectric measurements and the MD
simulations, in particular the sizable number ofTBwatermol-
ecules to the surface of IDPs, can provide insights into the
mobility of IDPs compared with the mobility of structured
proteins of similar size. Different trends are observed, de-
pending on the extent to which the environment of the IDP
DεD tD (ps) s (S,m�1) Nhyd NTBW (EMA)

73.25 8.27 5 0.20 – – –

70.46 5 0.22 8.23 5 0.20 0.168 200 5 25 90 5 10

70.07 5 0.22 8.22 5 0.20 0.218 218 5 25 73 5 8

69.49 5 0.22 8.25 5 0.20 0.174 272 5 30 65 5 8

er molecules, and s is the electrical conductivity of the solution. Time con-

The dielectric strength for TB, LB, and bulk water is Dε1, Dε2, and DεD,



FIGURE 5 Complex dielectric responses corresponding to the collective

vibrational motions in hydrated (A) DF, (C) HP24wt, and (E) HP24stab. The

VDOS is shown for (B) DF, (D) HP24wt, (F) HP24stab, (G) DS, and (H)

DM, computed for backbone, sidechains, and the whole protein. To see

this figure in color, go online.

Water bound to intrinsically disordered proteins
is crowded by other proteins (74–77). In vitro NMR and sin-
gle-molecule spectroscopy measurements reveal that IDP
mobility in dilute solution is slower than themobility of struc-
tured proteins with a similar number of residues (76). The
additional TB water molecules to the IDP, found in this
work, increases the effective size of the IDP, as we saw
when fitting Eq. 8 to the results of the dielectric measure-
ments, consistentwith a smaller diffusion coefficient.Howev-
er, in crowded environments, the mobility of IDPs has been
measured to begreater than themobility of structured proteins
of similar size (74–77). In this case, themobility is influenced
less by protein-water interactions andmoreby protein-protein
interactions that result in configurational changes of IDPs in
ways that enhance their mobility.
CONCLUSIONS

We have examined the dynamics of IDPs in aqueous
solutions by megahertz-to-terahertz dielectric spectroscopy
and by MD simulations, including hydration water dy-
namics, the nature and extent of the hydration layer, and dy-
namic coupling between IDPs and hydration water. We have
compared these properties with those of two more structured
systems of similar size. Overall, we find greater heterogene-
ity in the dynamics of water molecules surrounding IDPs
than water surrounding structured proteins. The wider range
of relaxation times found for water molecules around both
charged and neutral residues of IDPs compared with the cor-
responding residues of structured proteins yields, on
average, more restricted motion of water molecules in the
vicinity of IDPs.

The greater number of charged groups of IDPs draws
more water molecules closer to them, yielding an excess
of TB water molecules to IDPs and the on-average more
restricted dynamics. While there are more TB water mole-
cules around IDPs compared with structured proteins of
similar size, the size of the hydration layer around IDPs is
found to be smaller. This finding is consistent with early
models of biological water (37,38) where many water mol-
ecules in contact with a protein are TB, exchanging with
more LB water in the immediate surroundings, which in
turn exchange with bulk water.

We also examined dynamic coupling between the IDPs
and water, seen in the dielectric spectra at terahertz fre-
quencies, where a notable enhancement of dynamic
coupling is observed compared with the structured systems.
The difference, as revealed by the results of the MD simula-
tions, arises from greater IDP backbone-water dynamic
coupling compared with structured protein backbone-water
coupling.

The adaptability of IDPs in recognition has been attrib-
uted to their structural flexibility, which can afford thermo-
dynamic advantages in binding (4). That picture, however,
remains incomplete until the role of water around the
IDPs is included. Based on the results of our study, we
have estimated the decrease in entropy associated with the
TB water molecules around IDPs.
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1. Synthesis Details 
 
Chemical Reagents and Instrumentation. All chemical reagents and solvents were purchased 
from Sigma-Aldrich and used without further purification. Amino acids were purchased from 
Advanced ChemTech. Water (18 MΩ) was purified using a Millipore Analyzer Feed System. 
Solid-phase resins were purchased from Advanced ChemTech and Chem-Impex International. 
Reversed-phase high-performance liquid chromatography (RP-HPLC) was performed using a 
Shimadzu (CBM-20A) system equipped with a communications bus module, two LC-20AT 
pumps, a SIL-20A auto sampler, a SPD-20A UV/vis detector, a CTO-20A column oven, and a 
FRC-10A fraction collector. Matrix-assisted laser desorption ionization time-of-flight mass 
spectrometry (MALDI-TOF MS) data were obtained on a Bruker Microflex spectrometer equipped 
with a 60 Hz nitrogen laser and a reflectron. In positive ion mode, the acceleration voltage on Ion 
Source 1 was 19.01 kV. Exact mass (EM) data were obtained on an Agilent Technologies 6230 
TOF LC/MS spectrometer. The samples were sprayed with a capillary voltage of 3500 V, and the 
electrospray ionization (ESI) source parameters were set as follows: gas temperature of 325 °C at 
a drying gas flow rate of 8 L/min at a pressure of 35 psi. 
Peptide Synthesis. All peptides were synthesized using Fmoc/tBu solid-phase peptide synthesis 
procedures on Knorr resin using a Liberty1 automated peptide synthesizer (CEM Corporation) 
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(Coupling, 75 °C / 5 min, and Deprotection, 90 °C / 90 sec). For the deprotection, 20% piperidine 
in DMF was used, and for the coupling, Fmoc-protected amino acids (5 equiv.), 2-(1H-
benzotriazol-1-yl)-1,1,3,3-tetramethyluronium hexafluorophosphate (HBTU; 5 equiv.) and 
diisopropylethylamine (DIPEA; 10 equiv.) were used. 
Acetylation of the N-terminus. 10 equiv. of acetic anhydride and 7 equiv. of DIPEA were added 
to 3 ml DMF. Then, the solution was added to the resin containing the peptide, and the resin was 
shaken for 1 h. Reaction completion was confirmed by performing the Kaiser test. A negative test 
confirmed the successful capping of the N- terminus amine. 
Kaiser test. The Kaiser test for primary amines was conducted as previously described (1). Briefly, 
a small amount of dried resin containing the peptide was placed in a small glass tube. Then 2 drops 
of 5% (w/v) ninhydrin in ethanol, 2 drops of 80% (w/v) phenol in ethanol, and 2 drops of 20 μM 
potassium cyanide (KCN) in pyridine were added to the resin. The tube was heated for 5 min at 
110 °C. Blue or purple coloration in the beads or solution indicates the reaction is incomplete, and 
unreacted primary amines are present.  
Cleavage. Upon completion of peptide synthesis, the resin was washed with diethyl ether (2 mL) 
and dried under nitrogen stream for 3 min before it was transferred into a 15 mL falcon tube. The 
peptide was cleaved from the resin, along with all protecting groups, by mixing the resin with 3 
mL cleavage cocktail of 95% trifluoroacetic acid (TFA), 2.5% triisopropylsilane (TIPS), and 2.5% 
18 MΩ water for 3 h with agitation. The resulting cleavage product solution was separated from 
the resin by filtration and the filtrate was transferred into a new 50 mL falcon tube. A cooled 
solution of diethyl ether:hexane (1:1, 45 mL, 0 °C) was added to the filtrate, and the peptide was 
allowed to precipitate for 10 min in a freezer at -20 °C. The mixture was centrifuged for 5 min at 
3000 RPM and the supernatant was removed to yield crude peptide that was dissolved in 10 mL 
acetonitrile (ACN):water (1:1) and lyophilized before HPLC purification. 
Peptide Purification. Crude peptides were purified with RP-HPLC. A semipreparative 
Phenomenex Kinetex C18 column (5 μm, 10 mm × 250 mm, 110 Å) was used for preparative RP-
HPLC work, while an analytical Phenomenex Kinetex C18 column was used for analytical RP-
HPLC work. Standard RP-HPLC conditions were employed as follows: flow rates = 5 mL/min for 
semipreparative separations and 1 mL/min for analytical separations; mobile phase A = 18 MΩ 
water + 0.1% TFA; mobile phase B = ACN + 0.1% TFA. Purities were determined by integration 
of peaks with UV detection at 220 nm. Preparative HPLC methods were used to separate the crude 
peptide mixture to different chemical components using a linear gradient (first prep 5% B → 45% 
B over 40 min and second prep 20% B → 30% B over 30 min). Then, an analytical HPLC method 
was used to quantify the purity of the desired product using a linear gradient (5% B → 95% B over 
27 min). Only peptide fractions that were purified to homogeneity (>95%) were used for structural 
studies. TOF-MS was used to validate the presence of synthesized peptides. The observed mass-
to-charge (m/z) ratio of the peptide was compared to the expected m/z ratio for each peptide. 
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2. Mass Spectrometry and High-Performance Liquid Chromatography Data 
HPLC traces  
 
DF 

 
DS 

 
DM 
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HP24wt  

 
HP24 stab 

 
Figure S1. HPLC traces of the systems synthesized for this study. 
 
 
 
Table S1. MS and HPLC data. 
 

Compound Name Calc. EM Obs. EM Purity  
MH22+ MH22+ (%) 

DF 1436.6951 1436.6906 >99 
DS 1330.6635 1330.6595 >99 
DM 929.2206 (MH33+) 929.2236 (MH33+) >99 
HP24wt 1445.8011 1445.7969 >98 
HP24stab 1425.7709 1425.7718 >99 
EM = Exact Mass.  
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3. Computational Methods 
 

Each peptide listed in Table 1 was constructed using PyMOL 2.1.0, with both ends capped 
by an acetyl protecting group and N-methyl amide for the N-terminus and C-terminus, 
respectively. Each linear structure was minimized under the MMFF94s forcefield from the 
PyMOL optimize function. For comparison, villin headpiece subdomain, HP24wt (PDB: 4ZC3), 
and a mutant variant, HP24stab (PDB: 4ZC4), were included as controls being that one is partially 
structured and the other fully structured, respectively. Simulations were carried out with 
GROMACS 2016.6 and 2019.6 employing the CHARMM 36m force field including optimized 
parameters for the study of both structured and unstructured proteins (2). All systems were solvated 
in a dodecahedron TIP3P water box, with minimum distance from the protein to the edge of the 
box of 1.4 nm. The systems were neutralized by adding Na+ and Cl- ions bringing the final 
concentration to 0.15 M. Each system was minimized using steepest decent for 5000 steps. An 
initial temperature of 360 K was generated according to a Boltzmann distribution and simulated 
with a heat bath of 343 K for 10 ns under a canonical ensemble using the Berendsen temperature 
coupling algorithm with a time constant of 0.1 ps, while restraining heavy atoms with a force 
constant of 1000 kJ/mol/Å. Each system was then allowed to evolve for 1 µs under an isotherm-
isobaric ensemble employing the temperature-coupling velocity-rescaling algorithm and the 
Berendsen barostat with time constants of 0.1 ps and 2 ps, respectively. The last 40 ns were taken 
for the analysis of dynamics at slightly higher temperature to overcome thermally limited barriers, 
while a 5 ns simulation was performed under the same conditions at the end and saved more 
frequently, every 20 fs, for analysis of solvation water dynamics.  

The final structure from the 343 K simulations for each disordered peptide was taken as 
the initial geometry for simulations at 300 K. The initial geometry was solvated in a dodecahedron 
water box with TIP3P water molecules and a minimum radius to the edge of 1.4 nm. NaCl was 
added to each system to neutralize charges, producing 0.15 M NaCl concentration. Initial systems 
were minimized with steepest decent for 5000 steps to remove bad contacts. Each system was 
populated with velocities corresponding to 300 K, conforming to a Boltzmann's distribution. While 
restraining heavy atoms, the systems were first simulated at 1 ns under a canonical ensemble using 
the velocity rescaling algorithm and a time constant of 0.1 ps, followed by a 1 ns isothermal-
isoberic ensemble with the Parrinello-Rahman pressure bath at 1 atm and a time constant of 2.0 
ps. The position restraints were then removed, and the system evolved for 10 ns to converge the 
density and each peptides radius of gyration.  

Two consecutive and additional simulations were performed. The first, a 1 ns 
microcanonical simulation was conducted in double precision, integrated every 1 fs and saved 
every 5 fs to calculate the vibrational density of states, the radial distribution function, hydrogen 
bond time correlation function and tetrahedral order parameter. The vibrational density of states 
was calculated by taking the Fourier transform of the velocity autocorrelation function, 

 𝐶𝑣(𝑡) =
⟨𝑣𝑖(𝑡)⋅𝑣𝑖(0)⟩

⟨𝑣𝑖(0)⋅𝑣𝑖(0)⟩
,                                                                      (S1) 

where, 𝑣𝑖(𝑡) is the velocity vector of the ith heavy atom at time, t, for the selected group, backbone, 
sidechain, or entire protein. The hydrogen bond correlation function was calculated for protein-
waters hydrogen bonds and for water-water hydrogen bonds, following the definition of 𝐶𝐻𝐵(𝑡), 

𝐶𝐻𝐵(𝑡) =
⟨ℎ𝑖(𝑡)⋅ℎ𝑖(0)⟩

⟨ℎ𝑖(0)⋅ℎ𝑖(0)⟩
,                                                                    (S2) 

where, ℎ𝑖(𝑡) is a Boolean function describing the existence of the ith hydrogen bond at time, t, that 
existed at time zero, whether or not it has broken at intermediate time. A hydrogen bond between 
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a donor, D, and acceptor, A, D-H…A, is formed when the distance between A and D is within 3.5 
Å and the DHA angle is greater than or equal to 150˚. 

Another simulation extending beyond the 1 ns simulation was performed under a canonical 
ensemble for 40 ns using the Nose-Hoover thermostat with a time constant of 2ps saving every 
100 fs. The first-order rotational time correlation functions and survival time correlation functions 
were calculated from these 40 ns trajectories. The first order rotational time correlation functions 
of the water dipole were calculated as 

𝐶1(𝑡) = ⟨𝑃1(�̂�(𝑡) ⋅ �̂�(0))⟩,                                                            (S3) 
where, 𝑃1(𝑥) is the first order Legendre polynomial, the individual time correlations for each water 
are averaged over time and �̂�(𝑡) is the unit vector along the dipole moment vector at time, t. Lastly, 
the survival time correlation function, S(t), is the probability that a water molecule in the hydration 
layer at time 0 is found there at time, t, given by  
                                                     𝑆(𝑡) =

1

𝑁𝑤
∑

⟨𝑃𝑅,𝑗(0)𝑃𝑅,𝑗(𝑡)⟩

⟨𝑃𝑅,𝑗(0)2⟩

𝑁𝑤
𝑗=1 ,                                                          (S4) 

where, 𝑁𝑤 is the number of waters within a given distance at time=0 and 𝑃𝑅,𝑗 is a binary function 
which is 1 if the jth water is within the distance R from the protein at time, t, and zero otherwise.  

The solvent accessible surface area was computed with Gromacs 2019.6 using a probe 
radius of 0.14 nm to effectively capture the molecular surface area accessible by water molecules. 
This was performed over 20 ns by averaging 20,000 structures equidistant in time for each system.  

All simulations were performed using particle mesh Ewald summation for both 
electrostatics and van der Waals interactions. Additionally, periodic boundary conditions were 
employed. The force cutoff distances were set to 1.2 nm. 

 
4. Circular Dichroism (CD) Spectroscopy   
 
Experimental and computational CD spectra. CD spectra were recorded with an Aviv 
Biomedical CD spectrometer (model 202− 01). All the measurements were performed with a 
peptide concentration of 100 μM in PBS buffer (137 mM NaCl, 2.7 mM KCl, 10 mM Na2HPO4, 
1.8 mM KH2PO4; pH was adjusted to 7.4). Measurements were performed at 5, 25 and 50 °C in a 
quartz cuvette (science outlet) with a path length of 0.1 cm. Samples were scanned at 3 nm/min 
with a bandwidth of 1 nm and a response time of 20 s over a wavelength range 190 to 260 nm. The 
spectra were analyzed using the BeStSel (Beta Structure Selection) method (http://bestsel.elte.hu/) 
(3). 
 A 100 ns production simulation was carried out and used for analysis of structural sampling 
and prediction of circular dichroism (CD) spectra using the program package SESCA (4) to 
compare with experimentally acquired spectra. 

Figure S2 contains plots of the experimental and computational CD spectra for each 
system. For all five systems, a variety of basis sets were tested in the computational study to 
identify the basis set that best captures HP24wt and HP24stab; the mixed backbone-sidechain basis 
set DS5-4SC1 (4) was chosen. For HP24stab the alpha helical content predicted by the SESCA 
program (4) using the MD simulation data for the 5 systems and the experimental CD were 48.8% 
and 43.3%, respectively (Fig. S2B), both in good agreement to prior reports on helicity (42% ± 
4%) (5). For HP24wt, the predicted helicity for the CD spectra agrees less well with the 
experimental CD spectrum. The average helicity of HP24wt calculated using DSSP on the NMR 
structure (PDB:4CZ4) and the sample MD ensemble is ≈ 20%, reasonably close to the 28.3% 
estimated from the experimental CD spectrum (Fig. S2A). However, the prediction of helicity 

http://bestsel.elte.hu/
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using the SESCA program is only 6.8%. The difference between the computational CD and 
experimental spectrum of HP24wt may be due to limitations of the basis set that was trained for 
HP24wt, which may need to be extended in future calculations. The computational CD spectra for 
the IDPs are in good agreement with experimental spectra. For D-stannin (DS), the predicted 𝛼-
helical, 𝛽-sheet, turn and coil from MD are 5.4%, 6.2%, 54.3% and 34.0%, respectively (Fig. S2C). 
The predicted composition for D-myocin (DM) for 𝛼-helical, 𝛽-sheet, turn and coil are 5.8%, 
6.9%, 50.8% and 36.4%, respectively (Fig. S2D). Lastly, for D-fibrinogen (DF) the 𝛼-helical, 𝛽-
sheet, turn and coil content are 5.4%, 4.1%, 45.3% and 45.1%, respectively (Fig. S2E). 

 

 
 

Figure S2. Circular dichroism spectra. Experimental is in blue and the predicted spectra using 
SESCA and the DSSP-1SC3 mixed basis set.  
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5. MHz to THz Dielectric Spectroscopy 
 

The aqueous protein solutions are prepared by dissolving proteins in ultrapure water. To 
estimate the molarity of proteins in aqueous solutions, the partial specific volume of individual 
components for each solution is determined by weighting and measuring their volume. The 
dielectric spectroscopy measurements were performed on 8.3 mM DF, 9.1 mM HP24wt, and 8.7 
mM HP24stab solutions. Before experiments, the temperature of protein solutions was kept in the 
range from 1 to 5 oC. 

The complex dielectric spectra of protein solutions including intrinsically disordered 
protein (IDP) and structured proteins from megahertz to terahertz frequencies using a broadband 
dielectric spectrometer from 100 MHz to 1.12 THz (0.000334 – 37.36 cm- 1) have been collected 
(Fig. S6). The spectrometer consists of a commercial Vector Network Analyzer (VNA) from 
Agilent (N5225A PNA) that covers the frequency range from 10 MHz to 50 GHz, and frequency 
extenders. The dielectric response in this frequency region has been obtained with a dielectric 
probe (HP 85070E). Frequency extenders from Virginia diodes, Inc. (Charlottesville, VA) are 
interfaced with the VNA to generate continuous waves in the terahertz frequencies. Seven different 
waveguide rectangular (WR) modules are used to cover a frequency region from 55 GHz to 1.12 
THz. Terahertz measurements were performed using a variable path-length sample cell. An ultra-
precision delay stage from Newport (XMS50) is used to control and measure the path-length of 
the solutions in the sample cell with nanometer precision (6-10). The temperature of the solutions 
was controlled at 25 oC with an accuracy of ± 0.02 oC using a Lakeshore 336 temperature 
controller. The system enables us to measure simultaneously the absorption coefficients and 
refractive index (i.e., the dielectric dispersion and loss) of aqueous protein solutions. 

The complex dielectric response, 𝜀sol
∗ (𝜈), of the solutions can be calculated from the 

absorption coefficient and refractive index as a function of frequency, ν, in the form, 
𝜀sol

∗ (𝜈) = 𝜀sol
′ (𝜈) + 𝑖𝜀sol

′′ (𝜈)     (S5a) 
𝜀sol

′ (𝜈) = 𝑛2(𝜈) − (𝑐𝛼(𝜈)/(4𝜋𝜈))
2
    (S5b) 

𝜀sol
′′ (𝜈) = 2𝑛(𝜈). 𝑐𝛼(𝜈)/(4𝜋𝜈) − 𝜎 (2𝜋𝜀0)⁄    (S5c) 

where 𝜀sol
′ (𝜈) and 𝜀sol

′′ (𝜈) are real and imaginary parts (or the dielectric dispersion and loss), 
respectively of the complex dielectric response, 𝜀0 is the permittivity of the vacuum, σ is the 
electrical conductivity of the solution, and c is the speed of light. 

The distinct contributions to the hydration dynamics can be identified by analyzing the 
dielectric function, ԑ*(ν), using a Debye model composed of three individual Debye relaxation 
mode corresponding to orientational relaxation of water molecules in the solutions. Such model 
has often been used to characterize hydration dynamics in the form (7-10), 

𝜀sol
∗ (ν) = 𝜀sol

′ (ν) + 𝑖𝜀sol
′′ (ν) = 𝜀∞ +

𝜀S−𝜀1
1+𝑖𝜔𝜏1

+
𝜀1−𝜀2

1+𝑖𝜔𝜏2
+

𝜀2−𝜀∞

1+𝑖𝜔𝜏D
 ,  (S6) 

where Δ𝜀1 = 𝜀S − 𝜀1, Δ𝜀2 = 𝜀1 − 𝜀2, and Δ𝜀D = 𝜀2 − 𝜀∞ represent the dielectric contributions of 
individual relaxation processes to the total dielectric response from the tightly-bound, loosely-
bound and bulk water, respectively. 𝜀S is the static permittivity given by 𝜀S = 𝜀∞ + ∑ ∆𝜀𝑖

3
𝑖=1 , and 

𝜀∞ includes contributions to the dielectric response from all polarization modes at frequencies 
much higher than the probed range. 𝜔 = 2𝜋ν is the angular frequency of the applied electric field. 
τ1 corresponds to the orientational relaxation dynamics of tightly-bound water molecules, which 
directly interact with the protein surface. Since these water molecules are under direct influence 
of electrostatic fields of proteins, they possess the least orientational freedom of all the bound 
water molecules. τ2 corresponds to the relaxation time of water molecules in the outer hydration 
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shells that weakly influenced by the presence of proteins. The fast relaxation time, τD, corresponds 
to the orientational relaxation of bulk water, corresponding to the rearrangement of the hydrogen 
bond network in bulk water. 
 
6. Survival Probabilities and Time Correlation Functions 

 

 
Figure S3. CHB(t) vs. time (ps). Local hydrogen bond dynamics of waters residing within 3.5 Å 
of parent residue. Each residue is given a unique color, this has no association to chemical property. 
 
 

 
 

Figure S4. Survival probability of water within a 3 Å and 5 Å shell. The survival time 
correlation functions were fit after 2 ps for the 3 Å cutoff and 5 ps for the 5 Å cutoff. Time constants 
are shown in the legend for the fit to a single exponential.  
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Figure S5. First order rotational time correlation function, C1(t). Upper left panel compares 
C1(t)computed for water within 3 Å of HP24stab, HP24wt and DF. Fits to those results, with time 
constants listed in Table 3, are also plotted. The other panels contain plots of C1(t) computed for 
water within 3, 5 and 8 Å of the system that is indicated. 
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Table S2. Multi-exponential fit parameters. 𝐶1(𝑡) = ∑ 𝐴𝑗𝑒−𝑡/𝜏𝑗𝑁≤5
𝑗=0 , time constants, 𝜏𝑗 are in 

picoseconds.  
 
System A1 𝜏1 A2 𝜏2 A3 𝜏3 A4 𝜏4 A5 𝜏5 
D-fibrinogen 
(DF) 

0.01 108.5± 
1.0 

0.15 5.65±
0.05 

0.71 1.98±
0.01 

0.12 0.11±
0.00 

  

D-stannin 
(DS) 

0.01 86.9± 
0.6 

0.08 8.64±
0.1 

0.79 2.21±
0.01 

    

D-myocin 
(DM) 

0.01 91.2± 
0.01 

0.09 7.44±
0.08 

0.78 2.12±
0.01 

    

hp24wt 0.01 71.5± 
0.6 

0.05 9.7± 
0.1 

0.68 2.49±
0.01 

0.16 0.93±
0.01 

0.1 0.07± 
0.001 

hp24stab 0.01 59.9± 
0.3 

0.06 8.4± 
0.1 

0.67 2.48±
0.01 

0.16 0.92±
0.01 

0.1 0.068
± 
0.001 

 
 
7. Absorption and Dielectric Spectra  

  

 
 
Figure S6. THz spectroscopy of protein solutions. Absorption (top), refractive index (top, inset), 
dielectric loss (bottom), and dielectric dispersion (bottom, inset) spectra for DF, HP24wt and 
HP24stab (left to right). 
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